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The Crown of Chaos

Crown of Chaos 28

Game in progress.
 Accepting late startups.

This game is an Explorer Special.
There are no victory conditions, and you cannot win. Instead, it is a sandbox
game, designed to allow new players to get the hang of the game, and for
experienced players to try out new ideas and tactics in a relaxed atmosphere.
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What a fun game, taking over the Alchemist
from The Wise One on Turn 23. I won't bore
with all of the details, but I will give you some
highlights of how Unclemike developed this
kingdom so that I stepped in to a very enviable
position. I then spent 12 turns developing
armies and information and invasions to
declare the Rex on turn 35. Two notes -
Revelation is awesome and don't ignore Mithril.

 1 Alchemist - Vball Michael - 49,022 65,844
 2 Ancient Ones - Lord Garth - 54,015 77,359
 3 Demon Princes - Windstar - 25,748 38,574
 4 Lycans - Brek - 18,036 35,412
 5 Gnome - Harry O - 12,924 20,343

Unclemike likes to develop his kingdoms
pretty thoroughly, especially the economy for
mage kingdoms and he did so in this game
pretty darn well. By Turn 5, he had taken his
region and had 7 Power 3 wizards working on
his capital that he had moved to the city in
Zamora. Alchemist was making 44,000 food
and 117,000 gold. Also had a wizard tower and
200 Mithril workers. 

By turn 10, the Alchemist had 10 wizards (ESO)
and 3 were at P5. Labs were producing 300
gunpowder and the 550 Mithril workers were
bringing in the Mithril. The Capital had added a
granary and a port and a citadel, and
production was about 113,000 food and
263,000 gold (pretty nice for turn 10 and only
1 medium-sized region). Influence was almost
20, but the Alchemist had attracted no visitors
up to this time.

On turn 15, the Alchemist had 9 wizards at 6
and 1 wizard at 5, and most were already
protected by simulacrums. Capital had added
a thieves guild, a castle and a temple. All
troops had long ago been eliminated, so
upkeep was only for Zamora. The kingdom had
a nice accumulation of gunpowder and Mithril,
but had not used any, yet. 

Turn 20 saw half the wizards at Level 9, and
the other half almost there. The King had
become Eternal the previous turn (5,000
Mithril used), and we still had no troops, and
production was similar to Turn 10. 

Finally, on turns 21-23, the Alchemist started to
prepare for invading. All wizards were Level 9,
numerous centurions were hired, some
gunpowder was sold for cash, and the first
troops were recruited. For Alchemists, that
means 1 Iron Golem, then Shambling Mounds,
then Gelatinous Cubes, on down the Summon
Monster list (but mostly limited to 3, for the
tough guys). Secret passages were now in
place, and then The Wise One had to go

Mike Siebenhaar

The Alchemistin Game #5632

ALAMAZE

The Alchemist
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answer some calls in real life, so he shouted
out for someone to step in. I took that
opportunity and, as you might imagine, was
pretty pleased with the kingdom I inherited. In
fairness, there had been no actions by any
opponent against the Alchemist, so that
certainly helps, as it seems many kingdoms
were engaged in battles elsewhere.

Turns 24-27, I continued to just develop the
kingdom, summoning 9 or 10 very tough
creatures each turn, with the intention of
having 4 teleporting, invisible, 10-man armies
each worth over 50,000. I added enough
Centurions to round out the leadership, and
continued to develop the capital with Forge,
Forum, Apothecary and Watch Towers. I cast
Revelation on Lizard Men and Lycans, as they
had built no Legendary Castles and were
nearby, and were likely not to have high level
wizards. At the end of Turn 26, I had my 40
troops with the 10 Power 9 wizards and 5
Princes ready to move. On Turn 27, I invaded
the Lizard Men region of Sword Coast with
Princes and invisible groups.

Turns 28-30, I took Sword Coast, with invisible
armies hitting towns and Princes taking
villages, then they all met at the Lizard Men
capital city, and after 4 meteor strikes, took
the city militarily with 1% damage. Most battles
cost me about .4% damage. Did Revelations on
Demon Princes and Gnome, when I had time,
and eventually had tight control in Sword and
the Lizard Men were eliminated. I used Mithril
to build a Plow, and it appeared at my capital,
right where I wanted it. I moved troops home
to reorganize and decide what to do, next.
Production was about 300,000 food and
388,000 gold. Alchemist was in 4th place on
stats, about where the kingdom had been at
each reporting. The Ancient Ones were solidly
in front on points, with the Free Traders, 

Lycans, Alchemist, Demon Princes and Lizard
Men following behind. I also created a Crystal
of Seeing, so I could look at occasional
population centers without wasting a Power 9
wizard.

Turns 31-33, I invaded the Lycans in Zanthia,
and then Krynn. There was one scary moment,
when my army group of 15 landed at his
capital, and was surprised to find his 1 Lycan
there with 41 brigades. Oops, I should have
stuck to the invisible army strategy. I escaped
with 40% damage, but teleported to Krynn, so
he could not follow. He took only 7% damage,
and next turn, his group was 58 brigades at his
capital. All 3 of my Level 9 spells had fizzled,
due to his magic resistance (better plan
against the Lycans is to throw things like Valor,
that don't get affected by his resistance).
Another funny incident was when that
running-away group teleported to a Lycan
town in Krynn, only to find that the Gnome had
moved 5 princes there, presumably to invade
Krynn, himself. I captured 2, and sent the other
3 home. By the end of Turn 33, I had all of
Zanthia, except the Lycan capital and enough
of Krynn to be just 1 village or so short of
control. So, on Turn 33, I sent 4 invisible groups
plus 2 princes to the Demon Princes' region of
Mythgar, and left 3 princes in Krynn to clean up
the last villages. I had also started building a
couple of castles and greater castles per turn,
and even ended up with a few legendaries, just
in case the game went all the way to turn 40. 

When I took Krynn on turn 34 and about 55%
of Mythgar (with invisible groups at the
remaining population centers), it was clear that
Turn 35 would be the end. While the Alchemist
did win by Rex victory condition, I did so by
avoiding the scary Ancient Ones, who had a
ton of legendary castles and lots of high
wizards and 3 regions. What I don't know is 
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why nobody EVER attacked the Alchemist. The
first time a group or an emissary ever showed
up at an Alchemist pop center was on Turn 35.

Congratulations to the finishers, with only 5
who survived to the end, and especially to the
Ancient Ones, who was on track to win by
points. I would be interested to know about
the drops, sometimes even while controlling a
region or two with tight control. 

Learnings: Mithril is important - Eternal King,
Plow of the Prophet and Crystal of Seeing.
Gunpowder seemed less important, though.
Like ships, it was useful for Gold, sometimes,
and I also used it to refresh troops a few times
with fireworks. Be careful of which magic you
use against magic-resistant kingdoms (focus
on enhancing your own troops, then). Use the
strengths of your chosen kingdom, rather than
a set pattern, no matter which kingdom you
play (I tend to fail at this, developing all my
kingdoms similarly, even though they are very
different). And finally, get lucky and have
nobody interfere with you while you develop,
and maybe encourage it with trades or scare
tactics. 

EDITOR'S NOTE
Alamaze is currently in its 4th Cycle stage of
development, also known as Maelstrom. In
the last several years, a tremendous amount
of new programming has went into the game.
If you've never given Alamaze a try, before,
what are you waiting for?

Mike Siebenharr posts
in the Alamaze forum
under the moniker of
VballMichael. This
article is extracted
from a forum posting,
there.
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Galac-Tac
A 4x Space Game
Davin Church, over at Talisman Games, has
been as busy as a space beaver, lately, trying
to restructure that PBM company's website.

He's not done, yet, but he's definitely been
making progress. I like the changes that I'm
seeing.

The Front Page of their site better visually
directs the site visitor to Galac-Tac, and the
About Page for Galac-Tac is really starting to
take shape.

Don't just sit there - Go and check it out!

Ga
lac-T

ac

https://kingdomsofarcania.net/forum/showthread.php?tid=16818&pid=82261#pid82261
http://www.talisman-games.com/
http://www.talisman-games.com/
http://www.talisman-games.com/galactac/about


Suspense & Decision
Turn Based Distance Gaming

Not your Daddy's Midgard…
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SURVEY ON HYBORIAN WAR
*3 Questions Posed to Ten Players of the Game

**There were only 6 replies, as of time of publication.**

Q. What are a couple of things that you like the most about Hyborian
War?

ROKer r0lf
Integration of character and military actions.
Simple economics with no fiddly economic
decisions.

ROKer Stahir
I love it that the game is not entirely
predictable or subject to complete
manipulation. This is essential to maintaining
my interest for any game. Without this quality,
a game is never fulfilling for me. I love the
community. Every game has its own
atmosphere, it’s own cast of characters,
sometimes even it’s own theme. Also, for some
odd reason, I really like the map that visually
measures progress (or lack of it).

AlwaysFPS
I enjoy the the complexity of fighting AND the
need for diplomacy. Both in-game diplomacy,
as well as player-to-player diplomacy.

Ravenous
Things I like most about the game are, in no
particular order:

 - The Kingdoms, by design I think they did a
great job of making each of them unique, and
although the basic principles of the game
applies to all kingdoms, they have their own
way of approaching them.

 - The replayability of this game. It has lasted
30 years for a reason. You can play any 

kingdom numerous times, and have a different
approach each time.

ROker Thirteen
The unpredictable nature of it. Some things
(mostly broken game mechanics) are set in
stone, yet that very same unpredictable
nature also makes it fun to play. Unforeseen
circumstances and a lucky RNG roll can
change the entire course of a game. 

I also like the lore behind the game. The Conan
universe is deep, detailed, and intricately
flavored. The advertisement and description of
the game alludes to an in-depth and thorough
immersion into that universe, and while lacking
in the actual implementation, it does a very
good job when combined with an active
imagination on the part of the player.

ROKer Kulalo
Like Most: - Each kingdom is different with
unique strengths and weaknesses.
 - The fact that it's not JUST a war game. With
the court and player interactions, you get to
experience a full DIM-F (Diplomatic,
Intelligence, Military, Financial) experience.
 - The addition of the RoK has made it a much
more social experience (for those that want it).
 - Even after 20+ years of playing, you find new
nuances to the game play.
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Q. What one thing do you like the least about Hyborian War?

ROKer r0lf
Ability to get shut out of doing anything
because of peace treaties (peaced by all
neighbors).

ROKer Stahir
I like the organized games best, because they
are the least likely to have players who cheat.
There are cheaters in this game. They aren’t
common, but they‘re out there, and they can
hide effectively.

ROKer Always FPS
I dislike people's made up morals about who's
"allowed" to work together. I also don't enjoy
grudges, from game to game.

ROKer Ravenous
Some things I don't much like about it:

 - I don't think the game is actually finished.
There are issues with the diplomacy system,
ranking system and overall kingdom progress
points that need to be polished - i.e.: Nemedia
never being able to win, again. 

 - I also think that they intended some aspects
of the game to have more of an impact, like
Missile Ability.

 - Peace Treaties and Tribute. The system
should make it harder to secure a treaty, if you
have already Peace-Invaded a kingdom,
making PIP'ing a really hard strategy to pull off.

We all know that Half-Tribute is *broken,* and
it would be nice if that got fixed.

 - Not being able to ally with NPK's. This often
hurts Shem, who should be able to ally with
Eastern Shem, if their alliance gets broken.

 - Naval combat is horrible, and for the most
part, completely unpredictable. As Uttara Kuru,
I once beat 10 of Iranistan's LN with only 2 of
my LNA.

ROKer Thirteen
I dislike the peace treaty system. Despite it
being hotly contested as to whether it is
working as intended or not, I feel that it could
have been designed better, or, at the very
least, have been tested and adjusted (much
like a lot of other functions/mechanics). 

ROKer Kulalo
Like Least: - Waiting for turns 
 - Waiting for games to fill / start.
 - Some game mechanics seem broken or
don't work (old code makes it hard to fix).
 - There seem to be some inherent "biases" in
the game that favor certain kingdoms (some
seem to get Open Field at will, can Peace or
Break Alliances at will, etc.).
 - Cost. While I realize prices haven't changed
in years, it still gets expensive; a small kingdom
for 30 turns runs $150. 
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Q. On a scale of 0 to 10 (zero being lowest and ten being highest), how
would you rate the replayability of Hyborian War, from game to game?

ROKer r0lf
7 as same kingdom, 9 as changing kingdoms.
Probably one higher for organized variants.

ROKer Stahir
That’s a 10, easy. I never found another game
with higher replayability.

ROKer AlwaysFPS
10, every game is different.

ROKer Ravenous
As far as ranking for replayability, I already
mentioned it's great, so I would have to give it
a 10. To this point, I do think it would be great,
if kingdoms started with smaller courts initially,
and gained X amount of characters on the first
PY turn. Like with your first Variant game, it
added a different dimension, not knowing
kingdoms' court members, and as someone
who played in that game, a kingdom that I have
played twice before (Khitai), it was neat to get
my first turn and have no idea what my court
was like.

ROKer Thirteen
I rate it as a 10 for me. I like the interaction with
other players. I also like the many different
options available to players/kingdoms once
they realize that winning a game isn't the end-
all-be-all. Other players though, particularly
newer, younger players, may not appreciate
the game for what it has turned into for older
veterans of the game.

ROKer Kulalo
10, which is why I came back after a long break.
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Alex Bardy is the editor of
Tabletop Spirit magazine. It's
free, so check it out!
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Orphan Star Development Diary

Fungus

Part 3

So. A new PBeM: no legacy code to
accommodate, no decades-old ruleset to work
around, no deadlines for delivery. Piece of
cake, right?

Where To Start?

But where to even start? 

I put some gameplay ideas down in a google
doc, and shared these with a few players of
other PBMs for feedback. They loved the fact
that there was going to be a new game, but I'm
not at all sure that I clearly described the game
ideas in my head, or whether they even
understood them. But everyone was 'Yay, go
for it!'. Phew! They even started contributing
some great ideas. But the one thing they all
agreed on: a rich new game from scratch was
going be a hell of a lot of work.

But I have been assured that even a journey of
a thousand miles begins with a single step. So, I
created a new Gmail address, and put together
a python script to send out test emails from
that account to a list of users stored in a
database table. Yay! Step one. Only a thousand
miles to go.

From here, I could either elaborate and finesse
all of the ideas into a finished rulebook, code
up the whole thing, and reveal it as completely
ready (in perhaps 2-3 years time), or I could
specify and code up a sufficiently attractive v1
(in more like 6-12 months), and then iterate
with further features and ideas, taking on
player feedback about what works and what
needs to be improved and where they want
the game to go. I chose the latter. The main
reason being: 2-3 years of work on something
with no guarantee of an interested playerbase
at the end of it would be insane. (But it would
be fun to build. If it's not fun to build, why even
begin?)

Version 1

So, for v1, I knew the game was going to:

a) Be turn based - eventually every week or
two - but initially would support arbitrary turn
processing windows for early rapid
turnaround/feedback.
b) Let players view a web page for a display of
their turn results. 
c) Convert players' web results into a PDF for
emailing. 
d) Let players use web for order input where
lots of support can be given to minimise order
entry effort and eliminate errors.
e) Use web for GM management, including
Special Action processing. 
f) Support graphical mapping (at least for each
turn's result. aggregation of a player's mapping
across turns to come later).
g) Provide a township 'home' base for each
player which they can manage and grow.
h) Offer a wide collection of individuals for
each player to control. Each individual having a
specific skill set to achieve goals in the game.
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i) Allow military individuals to control combat
units to move to wage war and defend
territory.
j) Allow some individuals to produce in-game
items (weapons, armour, tools), restricted by
skill level and township facilities.
k) Allow some individuals to move around the
world (spotters/scouts, merchants, spies,
diplomats etc).
l) Support factions (alliances/affiliations) to
offer pre-formed political/philosphical
frameworks for players to 'pick a side and start
swinging' and to facilitate roleplay/achieve
faction goals. 
m) Explore, discover, research and interact
with some of the ruined technology left after
the fall of the civilisation.
n) Unlock a path to the special 'bonemagic'
which exists on the planet (and only on this
planet), offering some magic equivalences to
the technology paths in the game.

To build out a framework to support the above,
I started with a very simple version of a turn
lifecycle: read orders player by player from the
DB and update each player's attributes. The
only orders initially supported were the ability
for the township's leader to set the tax level of
the township. Tax raises money for the
township each turn, but at the cost of morale.
When morale drops, township population
leaves. 

With this lifecycle in place, along with
automated tests to verify correct processing, I
widened the framework to support web turn
results being viewable by the player, and then
moved to support web order entry. This
included context-driven order entry: i.e. list
only the orders appropriate for each individual
role. Frustration-free order entry is a high
priority.

Game Map Aspects

After this, I decided to progress the game map
aspects. I like Worldographer's hex-based
mapping results, so I built a test map using
that tool and then wrote code to import that
map into the game database. Then I wrote
code to handle a player's navigation through
the game world, testing that the correct hex
from the original map was reflected in the
game. Hex maths is interesting but many
examples exist on the web to help the games
coder with that. Some individuals in the game
can move through the game world and perform
e.g., scouting. This now results in a graphical
map being rendered on the web page using
some 2D python libraries. Rendering the
relevant section of the graphical map for the
player felt like significant progress.

Supporting Special Actions was another key
goal. I evolved the turn lifecycle into 2 phases:
the main automated processing phase as
above, followed by a phase where the GM can:

a) Read each player's Special Action text. 
b) Read a history of that player's Special
Actions.
c) Read/update a GM-private collection of
notes for that player.
d) View/update that player's current attributes
based on the results of the Special Actions.

Hooking the Special Actions into the turn
lifecycle allows the GM to trigger turn
processing and then handle the resulting SAs
from a central web page.

With the above framework in place, the time
came to begin supporting the meat of the
game: additional individuals, their skills and
orders, and to code up the processing of the
orders to support these. 
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I've been adding these new features iteratively,
along with automated tests for each one to
validate the appropriate conditions are met:
e.g., you can't move a unit that isn't yours, or
where the unit's name isn't recognised, or the
individual is not co-located with the unit etc.
Any validation errors are fed back to the player
via a error message along with the order when
summarised on the turn result.

Getting the code to the current place has
taken about 5 months of evening/weekend
coding (with welcome interruptions of
fortnightly TribeNet turns and mentoring). The 

most recent work has been to implement the
building of township facilities to allow
weaponsmith and armourer individuals to
produce weapons and armour, and to allow
battlemaster individuals to allocate these
items to their combat units to increase the
unit's Attack Factor or Defence Factor as
appropriate. Just in time to allow the coding up
of the combat resolution.

I have vague hopes of the game reaching v1
playtest status in the next few months. The
current game architecture is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1
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Star Fleet
WARLORD

Strategic Campaign in the High Arena

The Feds
Klingons

Romulans
Hydrans

Gorns
Lyrans

Andromedans
all await you!

Franz

Games
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Medieval Defense Z

Recently, while doing a web search for some
kind of game, I stumbled upon a game called
Medieval Defense Z. It's on a lot of different
gaming websites, and it's free to play. I first
encountered it on a site called
silvergames.com.

This isn't a multi-player game (as far as I know),
and it definitely isn't a PBM game. Yet, after
clicking on the game and giving it a try, I actually
ended up spending a good bit of time playing it. I
liked it. I enjoyed it. I'm giving it my personal two
thumbs up!

So, I've not just been fighting a sore knee and a
sore leg, the last week or so. Yesterday, I began
fighting zombies. Medieval Defense Z isn't the
most sophisticated of games, but if you're ever
publishing a PBM newsletter, and you need
something else to distract you from getting that
done, this little game fist the bill.

This game could be so much more, but even in
its current form, I don't have a lot of nits to pick
with it. It's simple. It's straightforward. It doesn't
overwhelm you. And I must confess, there's just
something naturally gratifying about killing a

bunch of zombies.

It would definitely be nice to see more variety in
the backgrounds, and a greater selection of
enemies to fight. Yet, it sucked me in, just the
same - and it kept me there, level after level after
level.

I never got killed, which you may view to be a
potential red flag, but I did proceed rather
cautiously (I got down to 2 hearts). As you
upgrade your archers (and there's a lot of
upgrading to do), your forces become much
more proficient at slaying enemies in great
numbers.

Just watching those zombies fall before your
onslaught is a strong motivator to continue
going. Even after you achieve victory, you can
still continue playing, if you want to.

This game, Medieval Defense Z, is unlikely to
ever win any major gaming awards, but the
biggest award that any game can have is that it's
fun. And for me, even if not for you, this game
wins that award. Say, what do you have to lose?
Give it a try!

Charles Mosteller
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Renaissance
RENAISSANCE is a multi-player, PBEM and

PBM, historical simulation game running

continuously since 1981. It features a variety

of military options, an elaborate mercantile

system that makes use of the inter-

relationships among some two hundred

types of trade goods available for trade,

plus feudal, ecclesiastical and municipal

hierarchical organizations. All this takes

place on a worldwide backdrop of 4,000

locations, each of which is heavily

researched and reflects over one hundred

pieces of data. Actions are carried out by

characters (referred to as "personae") who

belong to historical families. Families consist

of one to five personae controlled by one

player.

Moves are due once every three weeks. Turn
results are sent out within 48 hours of the due
date for orders. The fee to control a family is
$4.40. There is an additional fee of 20 cents
per action ordered. Players whose account is
fully up to date as of the due date for the turn
receive a credit of $1.50.

For a free set of rules, or to join the game,
contact:

cjxanthos@gmail.com

REN1493 is a smaller, online version of
RENAISSANCE that is set in Italy and adjacent
areas. Actions can be carried out by the player
at any time. There is no fee for playing one
character. 

To join this game, contact: 

cjxanthos@gmail.com
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Galac-Tac
Galactic Conflict
Gameplan
Gameplan Baseball
The Glory of Kings
Heroic Fantasy
Hoopplan
Hyborian War
Ilkor: Dark Rising
Imaginary Wrestling Association
It's A Crime
KnightGuild
Legends
Les Petites Bêtes Soyeuses
Lords of the Earth
Middle-earth PBM
Mobius I
Monster Island
Nuclear Destruction
PBeM - Spiele
Phoenix: Beyond the Stellar Empire
Quest
Quest of the Great Jewels
Raceplan
Regime Change
REN1493
Renaissance
Riftlords
Rome is Burning

PBM Links
2300 A.D. - The Great Game
Adventurer Kings
Agema
Ancient Empires
Alamaze
Austerlitz
Atlantis Miskatonic
Atlantis: New Origins
Atlantis PbeM
Battle Plan
Clash of Legends
Combat Conditional Podcast
Company Commander
Continental Rails II
Covert Operations
Dark Age
Diplomacy World
Duel2
DungeonWorld Adventures
DungeonWorld Estates
Empires
Engarde!
Eressea
Extra Time
Extra Time: Chairman
Feudal Lords
Fire on the Suns
Flagship
Forgotten Realms
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http://www.talisman-games.com/
http://www.rickloomispbm.com/galactic.html
https://www.pbmsports.com/gameplan.htm
https://www.pbmsports.com/baseball.htm
https://agema.org.uk/The_Glory_of_Kings.html
http://www.rickloomispbm.com/heroic.html
https://www.pbmsports.com/hoopplan.htm
http://reality.com/hwpcont.htm
https://ilkor-pbm.com/
https://www.playiwa.com/
https://www.kjcgames.com/crime/index.php
https://knightguild.com/
https://www.harlequingames.com/
https://www.pevans.co.uk/LPBS/
http://lords.throneworld.com/
https://www.middleearthgames.com/
http://www.rickloomispbm.com/mobius.html
https://www.kjcgames.com/mi/mi.htm
http://www.rickloomispbm.com/nucdest.html
https://www-pbem--spiele-de.translate.goog/forum/?_x_tr_sl=de&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en&_x_tr_pto=wapp
https://www.phoenixbse.com/
https://www.kjcgames.com/quest/quest.htm
https://www.facebook.com/groups/565574913625939
https://www.pbmsports.com/raceplan.htm
https://agema.org.uk/Regime_Change.html
mailto:cjxanthos@gmail.com
mailto:cjxanthos@gmail.com
http://www.rickloomispbm.com/riftlords.html
https://www.agema.org.uk/Rome_is_Burning.html
https://sites.google.com/site/2300adgame/home
https://epistoludisme.com/en/ak/index.php
https://agema.org.uk/
http://www.jason-oates-games.com/Ancient_Empires.html
https://www.alamaze.co/
https://www.austerlitzpbem.com/
http://www.twilight.net/atlantis/
http://atlantis-pbem.com/
http://www.arno-saxena.de/atlantis/atl_home.php
http://www.rickloomispbm.com/battplan.html
http://clashlegends.com/
https://blubrry.com/combat_conditional/
http://www.jason-oates-games.com/
https://epistoludisme.com/en/cr/index.php
http://www.rickloomispbm.com/covert.html
https://www.pbmsports.com/darkage.htm
https://www.diplomacyworld.net/
http://www.reality.com/duel2/
http://www.madcentral.co.uk/dungeonworld/adventures/
http://www.madcentral.co.uk/dungeonworld/estates/
https://www.pbmsports.com/empires.htm
http://www.engarde.co.uk/
https://www.eressea.de/
https://www.kjcgames.com/extra/etf.htm
https://www.kjcgames.com/extra/chairman.htm
http://www.rickloomispbm.com/feudal.html
https://www.fire-on-the-suns.net/
http://flagshipmagazine.co.uk/
http://reality.com/frprosp.htm


PBM Links
(Continued)

Other Links

RSW: Retro Space Wars
Run Chase
Scramble for Empire
Slapshot
Soccer Star
Soccer Stats
Spaceplan
Star Chase
Star Fleet Warlord
Starweb
Stellar Conflict
Summit PBM
SuperNova: Rise of the Empire
Suspense & Decision
Takamo
The Isles PBM
Throne of Cofain
TribeNet
Victory! The Battle for Europe
War of the Dark God
World Wide Battle Plan
Wraith

Tabletop Spirit
To Win Just Once

PBM Unearthed
remembers
Rick Loomis,
who started the
commercial PBM
industry.1946 - 2019
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https://www.facebook.com/PlayByMail/
https://twitter.com/playbymail
http://rswgame.com/en/welcome
https://www.pbmsports.com/runchase.htm
https://agema.org.uk/Scramble_for_Empire.html
https://www.pbmsports.com/slapshot.htm
https://www.soccerstar.org.uk/
https://www.pbmsports.com/soccerstats.htm
https://www.pbmsports.com/spaceplan.htm
https://www.pbmsports.com/starchase.htm
http://www.play-by-e-mail.com/index.html
http://www.rickloomispbm.com/starweb.html
https://pbem.dk/stellar/top.html
https://www.summitpbm.co.uk/
http://www.rollingthunder.com/supernova/index.htm
https://suspense-and-decision.com/
http://www.takamouniverse.com/takamo/
https://the-isles.co.uk/
https://pbem.dk/cofain/
https://tribenet.com.au/
http://www.rollingthunder.com/victory/index.htm
https://pbem.dk/wotdg/
http://www.rickloomispbm.com/battplan.html
https://wraith.dev/
https://tabletopspirit.com/
https://www.pevans.co.uk/TWJO/
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https://www.phoenixbse.com/rules/BSE-Rules-2021.pdf
http://www.kjcgames.com/phoenix/downloads/introduction_manual.pdf
https://www.phoenixbse.com/
https://www.phoenixbse.com/index.php?a=signup
https://www.phoenixbse.com/index.php?a=signup
https://www.phoenixbse.com/index.php?a=signup


D i v e rs i t y

*Thanks to Joe Franklin (Oubliette) for suggesting this as a topic.

Richard Lockwood
I don’t know about you, but I’ve played male
and female characters over the years, in
assorted PBM games. 

In over the table rôle playing games, I’ve played
all kinds of characters (although I’ve never
played an elf. I’m racist like that.)

Dwarfs, half-Orcs, Humans, Hobbits, male,
female… I’d play anything. But in PBM, I’ve
always played human characters. Maybe that’s
just because it allows me to explore the
character without having the “baggage” of also
having to play a different racial stereotype.
(Dwarf, Elf, Halfling etc)

I’ve never had a problem playing female
characters, but then I’ve always played them
as non-sexual characters. (Does that makes
sense?) Characters who were tough and brutal,
and didn’t rely on their gender to get by.

Other “races”, as they appear in games, I’ve
never played. (Just remembered - I played a
gang of psychopathic Hobbits in Lands of
Elvaria…)

Maybe I just don’t like the idea of “race” – I
personally think of everyone as just “people”.

I’ve never played a black character, I’ve never
played a gay character, I’ve never played an
“outsider” (other than being a woman) in a
PBM. I can only remember one openly bisexual
character in Xanoth. There were characters of
all races, yes, but that was simply accepted.
There was no inbuilt racism in the game, but
then I don’t remember anyone describing
themselves as having dark skin.

In postal (rôle playing) games, you’re in it for
the long run. Do you want the difficulty of rôle
playing a different race, or a different sexuality
from you? Or do you just want to get on with
having a good time, without the difficulties of
dealing with what a lot of people (certainly in
the UK) deal with every day?

Thinking about this a bit more, I can’t
remember seeing anyone of Afro-Caribbean or
Asian descent at a convention or pub meet. 
 Ever.

I wrote a piece for PBMU the other day,
describing how I ended up writing porn. How
would I have felt writing gay male porn? I have
no idea.
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I like to think that I’m about the most liberal,
open minded chap you could meet (and I hope
that those of you who’ve met me would agree),
but it’s difficult, as a player or a GM, to write
about racial hatred / homophobia / misogyny
without having experienced it yourself. And I,
as a white, straight, male Brit, don’t have that
experience.

Mind you, I still can’t stand bloody elves.

E R E S S E A
https://www.eressea.de/
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http://rickloomispbm.com/galactic.html
http://www.madcentral.co.uk/dungeonworld/adventures/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EWs07zmQZcE
https://ilkor-pbm.com/
https://ilkor-pbm.com/
https://www.eressea.de/
https://www.eressea.de/
https://www.eressea.de/
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Imperial Conquest in the Age of Conan
Now you can live the most powerful legend of them all. HYBORlAN WAR   is a Play-By-

Mail game where you control the destiny of the Hyborian Age of Conan. Aquilonia

with her Black Dragon knights, slumbering Stygia gathering her wizards, the

fantastically helmed armies of Kambulja in the east. Any one of these kingdoms is

yours to rule, or choose from over thirty others -- unique and authentically recreated

from the Conan series.

policies of your land, giving your subjects good government

or bad. Call upon your priests to speak the wisdom of

prophecy and council. Command the sorcerous incantations

of wizards. Indeed, the tide of war may turn upon their

arcane magics. Rule and Conquer! It is an age of empire and

the jeweled thrones of the earth await you.

HYBORIAN WAR is owned and operated
by Reality Simulations, Inc.

©1985 Reality Simulations, Inc.

www.reality.com

1985 Conan Properties, Inc.   All rights reserved.
Trademarks of Conan Properties, Inc.

TM

PLAY

Write us for our free, no obligation set-up & rules 
Reality Simulations, Inc.
P.O. Box 22400
Tempe, AZ 85285-2400
(480) 967-7979
csr@reality.com

Turn fees are $5, $7, or $9/turn, depending on
the size of the kingdom you choose to play.

ASK US ABOUT OUR DUEL2   GAME, ALSO!TM

The absolute gripping power of this world can be yours. Send forth your lords and

generals to lead the armies of invasion. Send forth your heroes to adventure, your

spies to kidnap nobles, steal secrets, and assassinate your enemies! Decree the 
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http://reality.com/
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MONSTER ISLAND
Thinking I might have
to look at this game.

Tallsoldier
11/11/2022

What Are They Saying?

KNIGHTGUILD
Cycle 14 completed and

emailed out. Cycle 15
deadline will be Dec 8,

turns will be sent on Dec
20. Cycle 16 will have a

due date in the middle of
January. This gives the
players more time over

the holidays.
Geric

11/11/2022

MIDDLE-EARTH PBM
Hi, Clint here, GM for

Middle-earth.
There's no one way

to play the game. It's
been likened to

Chess, many times,
but I think Go a more
accurate description,

or Poker even! We
have lots of

modules. CME is 1v1,
where you recruit

NPCs which define yr
position and

strategy. FAS (4th
Age) is design yr own
nation. Kin-strife you
have a mix of gaming
elements where you
have a set of points

that each Nation has
a set of tables to

spend on. So, no one
way even in the

standard 1650/2950.
SionCati

11/08/2022

TAKAMO
I started Takamo a few
years ago. I personally
like the "spreadsheets

in space" idea. I will
say, though, that while

the manual was
comprehensive, I had

some issues with basic
turns and a starting

guide or some help at
the beginner level

would have been very
helpful.

Undeadlord
11/05/2022

ILKOR: DARK RISING
Thanks for the concerns

and kind words, everyone.
I am feeling a lot better.

Turning 54 on Sunday, so
the combination of age +

COVID = a rough
experience. Feeling tons

better, and turns are going
out again, now. From late
afternoon, however, I am

having to take a short
break at the moment,
though I'm sure that is
going to be short-lived.

Gads (ilkor-pbm.com GM)
11/09/2022

QUEST
I really want to lean
more into one of the

"evil" gods, but I'm not
sure their spells are as

useful. Suppose I
should play what I want
and sort out the spells

later.
Oubliette

11/13/2022
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Editorial
Charles Mosteller

Congratulations are in order. First, to Jon
Capps for his recent feat of publishing Issue
#22 of the new Suspense & Decision
magazine, and second, to myself, for having
now tied the number of issues of the old
Suspense & Decision magazine, back when,
with this new PBM publication endeavor called
PBM Unearthed. Hooray!

And now for the bad news. My left knee and leg
continue to compete with one another for a
gold medal in the Pain Olympics. I don't know
what's wrong, but this ordeal has turned out to
be a pretty painful affair. I think that the knee,
itself, is where the underlying problem lies.

I don't like going to the doctor, even though I
last went to one a mere seven days ago. I
mentioned my left leg issues, while there, but I
figured that the pain would go away in a few
days, as it had already begun subsiding. I had
went to that doctor's visit for other issues.
Resting it doesn't seem to help. If anything,
sitting in this computer chair so much may well
be exacerbating the problem.

Or it could just be that some of my body parts
have begun to wear out. Overall, I've been
pretty fortunate over the course of my life to
be blessed with pretty good health, overall. I'm
truly thankful for that, but I'm gonna have to
have something done, because the pain is
getting worse, instead of better.

How that will impact my ability to continue
compiling and publishing PBM Unearthed over
the short turn, I can't yet say. Maybe it won't, or
maybe it will. Maybe I need a knee
replacement, though I sure hope that I don't.All
that I'm certain of is that something is wrong.

For now, things will proceed apace, as usual. I
don't really want to take a break from
publishing, as PBM Unearthed just now seems
to be finding its stride. Unfortunately, I seem to
be losing mine. It is what it is, though, and I will
let you - our readers - know more, when I know
more.

Over in the PlayByMail.Net Discord, which I
also refer to as the PBM Discord, from time to
time, I've noticed that a couple of KJC Games'
games, Quest and Monster Island, have seen
some very noticeable signs of life, of late. It's
definitely worth mentioning.

Sometimes, I think that the term "PBM News" is
a bit of an oxymoron. If you're looking for that
section in this issue, then you're going to be
disappointed. If PBM companies and GMs don't
have time to send such news in, or if they
simply don't want to bother with it, or if they
just plain forget to send it to me, then it
doesn't get included - which is a realm shame,
but that's the sad reality of it. I don't have a
band of roving reporters, and if the era of PBM
News has passed, then c'est la vie!
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https://discord.gg/Z49x38xHVM
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Galac-Tac
talisman-games.com

Grab the Rulebook!
It's a free download

GTac
Assistant Program

Articles & Stories
Learn more

"Quick! How do you
say 'You're our

Prisoner' in Azurian?!"

http://www.rickloomispbm.com/heroic.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RmG2WctseweZJbHRyiSWRFlLQo8rHQTH/view?usp=drive_web
http://www.talisman-games.com/galactac/signup
http://www.talisman-games.com/
http://www.talisman-games.com/galactac/Galac-Tac%20Rulebook.pdf
http://www.talisman-games.com/galactac/Galac-Tac%20Rulebook.pdf
http://www.talisman-games.com/galactac/gtac
http://www.talisman-games.com/galactac/gtac
http://www.talisman-games.com/galactac/articles
http://www.talisman-games.com/galactac/articles
http://www.madcentral.co.uk/dungeonworld/estates/

